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ABSTRACT
The increase in phenotypic or morphotogical complexity in organmms may stem from a
corresponding increase m the ccnqilexity o f the underlyir% genetic architecture, driven by
the process o f gene duplication. Gene duplicatmn is a mutatmnal mechanism that can
impact the genome through the gradual birth and death o f individual genes or clusters of
genes, and through in&equent episodic events of whole genome duplicatioiL Functional
and pleiotropic differences among genes may impact the probability o f focation of
duplicated genes and the focility o f gene families to record duplication events across deep
history. Phylogenetic inference o f the relationshÿ among genes in multigene families has
been used to reconstruct the history o f duplication and subsequently to test hypotheses
about the tempo and mode o f these mutational mechanisms. We were unable to refute the
hypothesis that one or two rounds o f tetraploid evolution occurred subsequent to the
origin of the lower deuterostomes and immediately preceding the origin o f chordates. Our
results suggest that the evolutionary history of gene families is defined by the nature of
selection on individual genes. Genes embedded in highly constrained pleiotropic networks
appear to have different patterns o f diversification than genes subject to lesser (or
different) selective constraints.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

One of the general themes in biology is describing the relationship between genetic and
phenotypic complexity. An consensus is emerging that increases in phenotypic or
morphological complexity stem from a correspondmg increase in the complexity of the
underlying genetic architecture (Ohno, et al., 1967; Wray, 1992; Gordon, 1994;
Szathmary and Smith, 1995; Iwabe, et al., 1996). Whole genome analyses, typified by the
recent publications of complete genome sequences, have important contributions to make
towards increased understanding of the evolution o f organismal complexity. Complete
genome sequences show clearly that there is a positive relationshÿ between the number of
genes and phenotypic complexity. The range of phenotypes manifested by Mycoplasma
genitalium, with 470 genes (Fraser et al., 1995; Koonin et al., 1996), is considerably more
limited than the diversity of physiological and biochemical traits documented for
Haemophilus influenzae, which has a genome of 1700 genes (Koonin et al., 1996;
Fleischmann et al., 1995). Similarly, yeasts are genetically and phenotypically more
complex than bacteria (Clayton et al. 1997). For multicellular organisms, the mapping o f
genetic and organismal complexity is more con^licated. Although there have been a
1
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variety of ways of measuring organismal complmdty, a convenient and mformative metric
seems to be the number o f distinct cell types (McShea 1996; Valentme et al.y 1994;
Kauffinan, 1993). Given that cell type is determmed by the expression of a specific set of
genes, some of which are unique to the particular cell type, it is not surprising that there is
a positive relationshq> between the numbers o f genes and cell types for divergent taxa
spanning the last billion years o f evolutfon (Fig.l).
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Figure 1. Estimated numbers o f cell types for members of selected taxa (solid line) plotted
gainst estimated time o f origin (Valentine et aL, 1994), in conq>arison to mean number of
gene lineages, estimated from 40 gene families (broken line ) against estimated time of
origin of Imeage. Note that there is a strong correlation between these estimators of
increasing complexity through time.
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The relatmnshÿ between genetic and organismal complexly is not so simple, however.
Consider, for instance, that fruit flies {Drosophila ) and nematodes (Caenorhabdites ) are
thought to have approximately the same number of genes (20,000 and 13,100 respectively.
Graves et a/., 1995), yet flies are considerabty more complet m structure and frmction
than nematodes. Similarly, the genomes of toads {Bufo ) and humans {Homo ) encode
snnilar numbers of genes and have shnilar numbers o f cell types (Valentine et aL, 1994),
yet humans are likely much more complex organisms than amphibians. Genetic
complexity is a frmction of the number o f genes and of the mteractions among genes and
gene products. Similarly, organismal complexity is a frmction of the number of cell types
and of the arrangement of cell types. Thus, while it is true that genetic complexity
underlies organismal complexity, there are clearly innumerable mappings o f genotype and
phenotype.
Increased genetic complexity begms with the elaboration of the genome by gene
duplication. Gene duplication is the process by which two genes are derived from one.
Once there are multiple copies of a gene, they can difierentiate and evolve novel frmctions
(Field et at., 1997; Fryxell, 1996). The “novel” gene may cause some (and maybe
substantial) change in the resultant phenotype, or conversely, there may be no change in
the phenotype. There are a number of studies which relate the duplication of genes with
the appearance of novel cell types. In a fairly comprehensive study, Iwabe et at. (1996)
showed that gene duplications which occurred prior to the divergence of animals and fungi
resulted in genes with differential intracellular localization {i.e., cytosolic, nuclear,
organelle), whereas duplication events which occurred after the divergence of animals and
fungi, but before the evolutionary divergence of vertebrates and arthropods gave rise to
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genes with different function and expressmrt Iwabe et al. also inferred that genes with
differential tissue-specific e^qiression arose by independent gene duplications along
ancestral arthropod and vertebrate lineages. These results show that elaboratk>n of
genetic and organismal complexity can be due to gene duplication and subsequent
differentiatmn. Furthermore, the elaboration of each gene fomily apparently occurred at
different stages and at different levels of biological organization. Early duplications
enhanced the differentiation among con^nents withm cells whereas later events
precipitated differentiatmn o f cell types {Le., muscle, brain, gut, etc.).
Gene duplication occurs most commonly by unequal crossing over, replicative
transposition, or polyploidization. Unequal crossmg involves the misalignment of
homologous chromosomes during meiosis and recombination between the two
chromosomes resulting in daughter chromosomes with different numbers of genes than the
parental chromosomes. Rates of unequal crossing over are high in most organisms: 10 ^ to
10'^ per locus per generation in bacteria, insects and mammals (Fryxell, 1996 and
references therein). Of course, rates of unequal crossing over vary tremendously across
locL Ribosomal genes come and go at the rate of 10 ^ to 10'^ per loci per generation. For
the heavy chain variable gene regions there are roughly 5 x 10'^ per year per gene. This
high rate of gain or loss of genes suggests that unequal crossing over is an important
mechanism of mutation, and in some mstances can cause tremendous e^qïansion of gene
families in a relatively short period of time. To put these rates into numbers, if we assume
100,000 genes in a typical vertebrate genome (Graves et al., 1995), then there are at least
ten gene duplication mutations per generation. Put differently, each gene locus in the
genome will have duplicated, on average, at least once every 100,000 generations. One
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symptom of high rates o f unequal crossing over is a relatively high frequency of
pathologies whose etmlogy can be traced to msertion or deletions o f genes or parts o f
genes (Lupisid, 1997; Yamamoto et al., 1997). Cast into the context of geotogical time,
in the course of one millmn years (a permd o f tone typically too brief for the complete
formation of a new species by spéciation), the process of unequal crossing over will have
had more than enough opportunity to create an entfrely new set of genes. Typical rates of
mutatfon by nucleotide substitution are on the order of 10*^ per base per generation, or for
a gene (assuming a size of 1000 base pairs), rates o f gene evolution hover around 10"^ per
generation. Thus, unequal crossing over generates new genes faster than genes mutate in
sequence. This is an important observation and suggests that there is tremendous
potential for the propagation (and reduction) of genes in the genome. Moreover, if
crossmg over occurs in regulatory regions, then there is tremendous opportunity for the
generation of diversity in gene regulation.
Replicative transposition occurs when a gene is transcribed into RNA and then is
reverse transcribed back into DNA and integrated into the genome. The frequency of
these events for coding genes is not well documented, but it is likely that these events may
be frequent and can lead to runaway expansion of gene families, a phenomenon typified by
the GADPH family of retrotransposed pseudogenes in rodents (Garcia-Meunier, 1993).
There is also evidence that replicative transposition may involve large blocks of DNA (not
just the transcribed coding region of a gene). For instance, Rowen et al. (1996) provides
evidence that a lOkb portion of a trypsinogen homology unit, conq>lete with the whole
gene and genetic elements for tissue-specific and developmentally-specific expression, was
translocated via a retrotransposon-like mechanism from chromosome 7 to chromosome 9
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in humans. Rowen et al. (1996) speculate that this type o f translocation may be a
mechanism for the origin o f multigene fomilies.
Finally, replfeatmn o f chromosomes mdependent of cell division results in
genome-wide duplication. This is termed polyploidy and generally results in organisms
with twice, or some whole number multÿle o f the number of chromosomes present prior
to the duplicatmn event. There is evidence for whole genome duplications m yeast (Wolfo
and Shields, 1997; Phdippsen et al., 1997), fishes (Turner et al., 1992; Spaniol et al.,
1996; Kavasan et al., 1993), amphibians (Shain et al., 1997), and the phenomenon appears
to be especialfy common m plants (Shoemaker et al., 1997). Moreover, there is increasing
evidence that repeated bouts o f tetraploidization preceded the origin of vertebrates (Ohno,
1970; Sidow, 1996; Ruddle et al., 1994) and perhaps the origin o f other major groups
\e.g. metazoa (Escriva et al., 1997)]. Rates of tetraploidization in natural populations are
not well known, but ploidy mutants may be fkhly frequent (Turner et al., 1992).
Fryxell (1996) notes, "...spontaneous gene duplications occur much too frequently
to be the rate-limiting step in the evolutionary process of gene duplication and divergence.
The rate-limiting step probably occurs at the level of natural selection (or genetic drift)
after duplication. That is, the duplicated gene is likely to be lost unless it acqufres novel
and useful function." Genes are lost either through the elimination of the segregating
mutation in populations by drift or selection, or they can be lost after fnation by the
steady accumulation of mutations which renders the gene inactive (a phenomenon known
as gene silencing). Fiyxell’s assessment of the likelihood of fixation is too restrictive,
however. Clark (1994) developed a model to investigate the conditions under which
duplicated loci can become fixed in populations. His results led to the conclusion that a
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duplicated gene can increase in frequency if it is directly advant^eous [as suggested by
Fryxell (1995) and others] or when there is recurrent duplicatmn o f an essential gene that
is facing inactivation by deleterious mutation. Moreover, Clark (1994) notes that,
“Although it is clear that positive selection can sweep a new duplication into a population
and that neutral duplication will also occasionally increase to fixation, it is important to
realize that recurrent duplication m the fiice of negative selectmn acting %ainst
dysfunctional genes can be an effective means for mcreasing the frequency of a
duplication.”
Thus, there are three scenarios that can lead to the fixation of a duplicated locus:
positive selection, random fixation, and fixation m the face of negative selection resultmg
from recurrent duplication. The relative hnportance of the three mechanisms for fixation
of duplicated loci is unknown, but it is clear that conditions exist (and undoubtedly have
existed at various tunes throughout the evolutionary history of all lineages) for each
mechanism. There are numerous examples where positive selection is implicated (Ohta,
1993, 1994; Hughes, 1993). Examples of fixation of gene duplications by drfit are limited
and difficult to demonstrate. There are also data which show that many loci undergo
repeated duplication. For example, Jobling et al. (1997) describe repeated deletion and
duplication events at the DYS7C locus on the Y chromosome of humans: the same
duplication has happened independently 8 tunes.
As for most things in evolution, the joint action of mutation and selection
determine the history of gene duplication that can be inforred fix)m conq>arisons of
orthologous and paralogous genes in extant taxa. Whether patterns of expansion of gene
families are gradualistic or episodic (saltatory) they could result from mutation or
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selection. For example, punctuated change in the numbers o f distinct protein-codmg
genes maybe the result o f a simple crossing-over mutatmnal mechanism, coupled with
strong directional or diversifymg selection, leadmg to fixation o f large numbers of novel
genes over a relatively short (i.e., a couple of million years) period of evolutionary tune.
Obviousfy, tetraploidization may also underlie punctuated change in the size of gene
families. Conversely, ploidy mutations followed by rampant gene deletions may cause an
apparent gradual increase in the number of genes. Figure 2 shows two possible
evolutionary histories for a gene family havn% sixteen members.

Asymmetric

Symmetric

Figure 2. The two most extreme possible phylogenetic topologies describing two different
patterns of bifincation of lineages through time, each resulting m 16 terminal OTUs. The
asymmetric topology shows a continuous pattern of bifurcation through time (marked as
A). The symmetric topology exhibits three episodic periods of bifurcation (marked as B)
suggesting synchrony or dependence in the origination of lineages.
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In the asymmetric tree, duplications are distributed evenly through tnne. In this
particular, example the pattern of duplication has resulted m a highfy asymmetric (or
pectinate) tree. The symmetric tree exhibits duplicatmn events which are clustered into
three discrete periods, and give rise to a perfectly symmetric tree. The two trees depicted
in Figure 2 represent extreme examples of how duplication can be distributed over tnne.
In the first case, the pattern of duplication inq)lies a gradualistic mechanism of mutation as
the strongest signal retamed m the relationsh^s among gene fomify members.
Alternatively (in the symmetric tree), the pattern o f gene duplication may result in a tree
which has been structured by episodic periods o f large scale duplication.
A number of important inferences have been made from the comparative analysis
of animal genomes. Perhaps one of the most interestmg hypotheses to emerge is that there
has been at least two rounds of whole genome duplication immediately preceding the
origin of fishes (Ohno, 1970; Sidow, 1996; Sprn%, 1997). Three observations have been
marshaled in favor o f this hypothesis. First, there is a great deal of synteny, or
conservation of gene linkage between the chromosomes o f species, between fishes and
mammals (Brenner et aL, 1993; Ruvinsky and Silver, 1997). Second, there is one
homeobox gene cluster in arthropods, ecbinoderms, and cephalochordates (Ruddle et aL,
1994), whereas there are 4 clusters in vertebrates (Garcia-Femandez and Holland, 1994).
Finally, the number of coding genes in vertebrates is roughty four times that in
invertebrates (Miklos and Rubin, 1996). Moreover, for many genes m Drosophila (or
nematodes and sea urchins), there are typically three or four vertebrate orthologs
(Yamaguchi and Brenner, 1997; Semenov and Snyder, 1997; Holloway et aL 1997). This
ratio has been termed tetralogy, a term marking dogmatic acceptance of the repeated
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genome duplication hypothesis (Spring, 1997). An extreme perspective is that most o f the
increase in genes during the evolutmn of animals is the result of genome duplicatmns, and
that mdependent duplications of individual genes ê of mmor hnportance (Ohno, 1970).
A second inqrartant result which has emerged from studies of gene fomify^
evolution is that each gene frunily has a unique evolutionary history. Some gene fomilies
exhibit high rates of birth and death of genes (Ota et aL, 1994), wfth most of the genes
sharing a relatively recent common ancestor, whereas other gene frunilies are derived
solely from ancient duplications (j.e. prior to the origin of multicellularity: Iwabe et aL,
1996). Thus, although there seems to be little doubt that whole genome duplications have
occurred, not all gene families record episodic increases in rates of gene duplication during
periods of time in which genome duplication events are suspected of havmg occurred. For
exanq>le hemoglobin has a single globin chain m cyclostome fishes, whereas the jawed
fishes have alpha and beta chains. If there was a genome wide duplication prmr to
cyclostomes, it would seem more likely that the divergence between the alpha and beta
chains would have happened before, and not after, the origin of jawless fishes.
Furthermore, there are a large number of examples in which there are single
orthologous genes in flies and vertebrates. Schlake et aL (1997) note that there is only a
single whn (or whn-like) gene m vertebrates and cephalochordates (amphioxus), and
suggest "... that the primordial whn gene was not subject to gene duplication events.”
Whn is a DNA binding protein, is the product of the nude locus, and is required for the
differentiation of epithelial progenitor cells in the thymus of animals, and is also required
for the keratinization of the hair shaft in mammals. The list of gene families which fail to
retain the signal of an ancient tetraploidization is long and includes all types of genes
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(transcrÿtion factors, enzymes, structural genes, receptors, secreted proteins, etc). A
recent study of yeast revealed con^Omg evidence for an ancient duplication o f the entve
genome, perhaps as long as 10* years ago; however, only a small fraction (approximately
13%) o f the duplicated genes were retained m duplicate owmg to wholesale deletion of
redundant (or silenced) genes (Wolfe and Shields, 1997).
Sidow (1996) identified groups of genes which are unlikely to have retained the
signal of ancient tetraploidization. All of the genes are terminal targets of regulatory
genes. Sidow argues, for mstance, that there is limited fimctional constramt on globins
and thus selection is too weak to overcome the process by which mutation erases the
record of history m genomes. Snnilarfy, Sidow suggests that there is no selective
advantage to having multÿle copies of essential housekeeping genes (e.g., SOD and
kinases); thus, the duplicate copies of these loci have been lost through gene silencing.
Finally, as alluded to earlier, some gene families undergo high rates of gene duplication
and loss, and the subsequent turnover of genes erases ancient duplication events (e.g.
immunoglobulin genes). Sidow (1996) argues that gene families which retain a signal of
ancient genome duplications are inqrartant upstream regulatory components of epistadc
gene networks, or ‘^fundamental regulators.” This view is reinforced by the
correspondence of elaboration of regulatory gene fiunilies (e.g., Hox) and increased
organismal complexity in the transition fix)m invertebrates to vertebrates (Shenk et al.,
1993; Warren era/., 1994).
Most studies of gene duplication have focused on individual gene fomilies (Irwin,
1995; Bisgrove et al., 1995; Laufer et al., 1994; Moura-da-SQva et al. 1996; Caspers et
al., 1995; Ohta, 1993; Kondo et al., 1996; Sidow, 1992; Warren et al. 1994). Each of
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these studies mamtains a specific focus, usualfy related to the fimctioa of the particular
genes. In order to develop a better understandmg of how genomes increase in complexity,
and the relatfonshÿ between genetic and organismal complexity; it will be hnportant to
study the rate and pattern o f gene duplication for a wide variety of gene families across a
period of time encompassing marked changes in organismal complexity. In this way, it is
possible to explicitly test predictions o f various hypotheses about the evolution of gene
families.
Here I use the phylogenetic analysis of 40 multigene families to test predictions of
alternative hypotheses. In particular, I test the hypothesis that punctuated changes in
organismal complexity associated with the origin of metaaia and the origin of vertebrates
is due to bouts of whole genome duplication and a corresponding saltatory increase in
genetic complexity. Predictions of the genome duplication hypothesis are straightforward.
First, the distribution of gene duplications should be clustered in time; namely, there
should be a large number of duplication events on the stem line%e of vertebrates [and
possibly metazoans (Escriva et aL, 1997)] relative to inferences o f gene duplications prior
to or subsequent to these periods (Fig. 3). Second, gene duplications of different genes
within a gene family should not be independent, but rather a gene duplication in one gene
o f a multigene family should coincide with duplications for other members of the family.
Because the shape of phylogenetic trees reflects the probability o f bifurcations on each
lineage, the non-independence of bifurcations imposed by changes in ploidy would result
in a tree shape that is significantly more symmetric than expected if gene line%es
duplicated independently.
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Figure 3. The composite organismal tree congruent with all organismal sub-trees
associated with mdividual gene families as used in this analysis. Predictions of the
genome duplication hypothesis suggest the distribution o f duplications should be
clustered in time such that a large number of diqilicatioa events occur on the stem lineage
of vertebrates (A), relative to mferences of gene duplications, prior to (B), or subsequent
to (C) these perk>ds. The tune axis shows the approximate time of divergence estimated
for each taxon. The numbers listed below the internal branches represent the cumulative
number of shared duplications inferred to have occurred on that mterval of time, while the
numbers below the terminal branches (far right) represent the total numbw of independent
duplication events inferred to have occurred subsequent to the origihation of each taxon.
These values are derived from the neighborjoining and literature trees for the forty gene
families listed in ^pendix A
Thus, gene families which experience accelerated rates o f duplication in periods of
punctuated organismal change should also be more symmetric than expected, assuming
each gene lineage has an identical and independent probability of duplication (see Figure
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2). Our approach is analogous to asking whether dififerent species or clades have digèrent
rates of spéciation (Kirkpatrick et al., 1993).

the aid of the robust mference of

phylogenetic relationships, it is possible to assess whether or not there is differential
diversification of lineages because the shape of ph>1ogenetic trees reflects the processes of
birth and death of lineages that gave rise to them (Raup et al. 1973 ).
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Many multigene families are ancient, and each gene within the family may have a
long evolutionary history and may be quite divergent from its paralogs. Limited sequence
similarity can often confound identification of character homology, where a character is a
particular amino acid residue. This analysis incorporates aligned protein sequences for
1915 genes drawn from Pfam release 1.0 [based on SWISS-PROT (Barioch et al., 1993)
release 33]. These genes comprise a total o f485,997 residues of which 331,346 are
phylogenetically informative in the context of subsequent analysis. These sequences
represent 40 gene families (see Appendix A) as defined by homology of complete protein
domains. Each gene family mcludes an average of 48 members (range: 19-89) with an
average sequence length o f244 residues (range: 32-939). The use of alignments derived
from protein domains is favorable, in that phylogenetic conflicts arising from
recombination and partial gene conversion are likety excluded from the aligned regions,
assuming that recombinational events tend not to occur within (but rather between)
domains associated with highly conserved structural or fonctional protein properties.
Gene families were selected for this analysis that satisfied the criterion of having an even
15
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and broad taxonomic representatmn of sequences, with some evidence o f past
duplication, or minnnally on the presence of a subset of the sequences meetmg the former
criterion. The specific methodology mvolved m defming gene family members is based on
domain characterization, include clustermg and hidden Markov model alignment, and is
addressed in Sonnhammer et al. (1997), and Eddy (1996). In general, for a gene fomüy, a
subset o f sequences is selected fix)m all sequences exhibiting domain homology. These
sequences are chosen so as not to introduce a bias into the distribution of sequences
included in the first alignment due to mappropriate sampling of phylogenetic space,
non-representative protein composition, and other parameters specifically concerned with
generating a robust model of the protein domain defining the gene family. This first seed
alignment is generated using a combmation of both automated and manual methods. The
use of the seed alignment in constructmg the hidden Markov model is dependent upon the
particular implementation of the HMM finding algorithm

HMMER in the case of

Pfam; Sonnhammer et al., 1997). The HMM is used both to establish membership of
sequences drawn fiom SWISS-PROT, in particular Pfam HMM defined families, and in
generating the larger HMM alignment for the entire fomHy. This methodology has two
principle advantages for subsequent tree building. First, a well constructed HMM
alignment avoids the introduction of bias due to skewed sampling of genes, which can be
amplified by downstream tree buildirg algorithms. Second, the HMM alignment is very
acute in its ability to accurately detect weak signal of functional and evolutionary
homology, which is obscured by a high level of phylogenetic noise, and thus can detect
evolutionary structure in sequences involving very deep divergence (McClure et al.,
1994).
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In selecting fomilies of genes to include in this analysis, an attempt was made to
represent the breadth o f the described ftmctmnal classes o f genes with some degree of
replication, yet to avoid a bias towards any one class ie.g., 20 families of glycolytic
enzymes and 1 transcriptk>n factor). Given the computational weight associated with the
addition of a single gene family to the analysis, the final distribution of 40 families is not
meant to represent my estimates of relative functional gene fomily abundance in some
archetypal genome, but rather it is a relatively unbiased sample.
Each gene family alignment was edited to remove sequences having lengths
significantly less than the length of the overall alignment. The resultant matrix of aligned
protein residues was either used dhectly for Maximum Likelihood and Maximum
Parsimony tree estimation or transformed mto a distance matrix for use by the Neighbor
Joining and Fitch algorithms. Four different tree bufldh^ methods were used in order to
generate an estimate of gene family history based on independent assumption sets that
would be robust with respect to biases introduced by any one method. In all cases, the
resulting trees were midpoint rooted (to be further addressed in the subsection on
symmetry esthnation) in PAUP* (Swofford, 1990), where descriptive tree parameters
(tree length, retention index and consistency index) were calculated. Neighbor joinmg
trees (Saitou et al., 1987) were generated using the PROTDIST and NEIGHBOR
programs from PHYLIP package version 3.37 (Felsenstein, 1993). Transformation of the
character matrnt into a distance matrix mcorporated the Dayfaoff PAM matrix.
Maximum Parsimony trees were generated with PAUP* (beta release 4.50 DOS
and 4.54 SGI) Given the large number of sequences in many of the gene families, exact
search methods are not tractable. An heuristic search replicated 10 times with random
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sequence addition was performed to maximize the probability of locatmg the global tree
length minima. Majority rule, Adams, and strict consensus trees were generated and used
m subsequent anafysis for searches retummg more than 75 equally parshnonious shortest
length trees. If fewer than 75 trees were found, all were retamed. These trees were then
midpoint rooted and characterized. Searches not having begun to converge during the
first replicate within 12 hours were moved to a Silicon Graphics Origm 2000 parallel
processmg supercomputer, which was capable o f searching over 12 billion trees in 80
hours using only one of ten processors. For some data sets, no level of computational
power could yield significant trees. Searches that foiled to converge in reasonable time, or
found more than 50,000 shortest length trees, were taken as grounds for exclusion of the
data set fiom this analysis.
Maximum likelihood trees were calculated using the program PUZZLE 3.1
(Strimmer et al., 1997), which implements a tree search algorithm based on quartet
puzzling (Strimmer et al., 1996). In generating the trees, the selected options
incorporated Gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity in among sites rate variation into the
analysis. This option was initialized with 5 rate classes, 1 invariant and 4 variable. A
Hidden Markov Model, whose parameters are esthnated fi’om the data, is incorporated in
determining the distribution of the deferent rates and their corresponding sequence
positions (Felsenstein et al., 1996). Maximum likelihood trees are extraordinarily
computationally expensive (Rholf et al., 1988). This cost is further exacerbated by the
estimation of the parameters of an HMM, and incorporation of rate heterogeneity into the
model of evolution. Some computational cost is saved through the use of an inexact
search method (Quartet Puzzling), but this still searches a huge proportion o f the tree
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space. Construction of these trees was made possible through use o f the Silicon Graphics
Origm 2000 parallel processmg siq[)ercomputer, estnnated to perform 1.23 GFLOPS
(billion Ooatn% point operations per second) (Ramey 1997). In order to take advantage of
the parallel architecture, a program must be compiled such that the code is capable of
distributing itself effectively over a complex topology of processors and memory. This
often has a computatmnal cost and requires some re-authoring o f source code (similar to
vectorizing code). In an effort to avoid this, an automated C parallelization procedure
was used and benchmarked agamst a non-parallelized versmn. The parallelized code was
substantially slower than the non-parallelized code likely due to errors introduced by the
automated C parallelization procedure’s incompatibility with the sources.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the time required to find the maximum likelihood tree for two
different processors. The linear fit of log transformed time to find a solution is used so
that the increase in complexity of problem scales roughly logarithmically with respect to
increasing number of OTUs.
/

Tin order to avoid the timely and complicated process of hand parallelization, a scheme of
batch processing was designed that allowed assignment of multÿle jobs to individual
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processors and circumvented the slowdown due to parallelizatmn, yet still achieved a
substantial advantage m computation time fiom use o f multÿle processors

the

temporal cost of computation scales roughly exponential^ (and not necessari^ smoothly),
a point estimate of the thne to completion for the job on the supercomputer versus an
average 100 MHz, Pentiumrbased desktop system will exemplify the differences (see
Fig.4). Based on the average gene family size in the analysis of 48 OTUs, a smgle job
assigned to a single processor would require 8.3 hours to completioiL With 10
processors, completion time for all 40 would require approxnnately 33.2 hours (an
estimated 147 trillion floating point operations). By the same argument, this same process
would require 277 days on the desktop system benchmarked in this analysis.
Distance matrices were constructed durmg the maximum likelihood calculations.
This effectively incorporated the JTT or Dajdioff substitution weighting matrbc and
gamma-approximated rate heterogeneity into the distance matrix. The FITCH program
from Felsenstein’s PHYLIP package, version 3.37 (Felsenstein, 1993), was then used with
this matrix to generate trees.
Ten additional trees were drawn fiom the literature (Appendix A ). The support
and methods used in generating these trees is not specifically addressed in this paper, but
Appendix A contains a listing o f all gene families used m this study and original references.
All of these gene trees were generated with methods consistent with the assumptions of at
least one of the methods described in this paper.
For each of the gene families, an associated organismal tree was constructed by
hand. The first two trees represented m Figure S are the organismal tree and gene tree for
the phosphagen kinase gene family. The level of taxonomic relationships represented on
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these organismal trees was never below tl» taxonomic level of Order, and often at the
level of PhjdunL Generally, the organismal tree used involves only a subset of the
composite tree, as some gene trees are constructed from sequence data with no
representation for particular taxa. Figure 3 is a composite organismal tree summarizing
the relationship of all taxa used in constructor organismal trees for specific gene fiundies.
The axis of time used in finther analysis is derwed fix)m the times of divergence of these
taxa. The Tree of Life (Maddison et al., 1996) was used as a resource to resolve
questionable phylogenetic relationsh^s, estimate times of divergence, and to evaluate the
support for mdividual nodes.
Poor sampling is ever the bane of a study based on phylogenetic analysis. If it was
known how weak samplmg was distributed, its onpact on inference and refutation of
hypotheses could be evaluated, but this is seldom, if ever, the case. In a study such as this,
where deep phylogenetic time is involved, and many gene fomHies have been sampled,
gaining an understanding of the effect of poor sampling is difScult. There are, however,
some generalizations which can be made. It is likely that model organisms, such as mouse,
human, chicken, Xenopus, zebrafish. Drosophila, and nematoda (C. elegans) have been
sampled much more thoroughly than others, such as echinoderms and sharks. It is
unfortunate that there has not been any directed effort to sample the genomes of
organisms that represent this period, primarily because the major changes in genetic
architecture and explorations of developmental regulatory regimes impacting the
origination of vertebrates likely arose during this period, and secondly because this is the
period of concern in this study. The attempt to select gene fomilies which have some
sanq>ling across all periods of time will hopefully ameliorate some of the problems of
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sampling. It is possible, however, that poor samplmg, m terms of missing gene lineages,
might introduce some unknown bias. As this analysis is primarily concerned with very
specific patterns of duplicatmn through tone and across gene fiunilies, it is unlikely that
our evaluation of hypotheses would err in overesthnatmg the impact of episodic
duplicatk>n on gene families. Rather, the converse is more likely. Overestimation would
require that an excess of gene lineages arise firom the region of poor sampling.
Gene trees mfërred fix)m alignments include information about relationshÿs among
species (spéciation), and about relationsh^s among genes (duplication). I am primarily
concerned with the process of gene duplication and loss. In this sense, each species can be
considered to be a sample of the evolutionary history of the multigene family, and will
contain genes that were bom prior to the origin of the species (and therefore were
inherited). They may contain some members of the gene family that are unique to that
lineage. To enhance the sampling of evolutionary history, I have concentrated on gene
families for which representative genes have been sampled for a diverse range o f taxa.
Figure 5 shows a typical inferred gene tree using a tree building algorithms. The tree is
complex and it is dfificult to decipher when gene duplications occurred, relative to
spéciation events, and whether or not genes are missing (either because of a failure to
sample or because of the loss of genes). Page (1993) has developed an algorithm which
reconciles the species and gene trees, resulting in a readily interpretable evolutionary
history of the gene family called a reconciled tree.
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Figure 5. The four trees above were derived 6om the NJ-based phylogenetic analysis of
the phosphagen kinase gene fom%. The phosphagen kinase gene lamily has five principle
functional clades, as defined by substrate specificity and tissue-specific expression:
arginine kinase, muscle specific, brain specific, mitochondria specific, and a triplicated
product found only in echinoderms (Trÿ 1, 2, and 3). The organismal tree and the gene
tree are used in generating the reconciled tree. The duplication tree is a smq)lification of
the reconciled tree in which only those nodes that represent duplicatfons are included.
Duplication events on all four trees are labeled with numbers. It is apparent that, fit)m
only the organismal tree, inferring which nodes represent duplications, and which nodes
represent spéciations, would be difficult. The duplications are represented by cvcles on
the reconciled tree, fiom which the tree o f duplications can be constructed. In some cases,
representmg independent duplications (3 and 4) on the duplicatfon tree requires the
inclusion of a spéciation event on the duplication tree. This node is marked with a circle.
It is a tenet of systematic biology that gene trees and organismal trees are not
necessarily isomorphic (Page, 1993). Any particular gene tree is a single sample of
macroevolutionary cladogenetic events, with some probability of mapping perfectly onto
the organismal tree. Given that the current status of sequencing the genomes o f all
organisms is far fiom complete, and highly biased, gene trees generally represent an
incomplete record of evolutionary events. The relationships at the species level, however.
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can often be inferred with a great deal of support ftom multÿle mcomplete gene trees.
Thus, reconstructmg an actual and complete record of the possible histories consistent
with both the organismal tree and a smgle gene tree can be accomplished by generatmg a
third tree, satisfying both the requhements o f the incomplete gene tree, and the complete,
but low resolution, history represented by the organismal tree. This is made possible by
the fact that this tree is the smallest possible tree of which the gene tree and organismal
tree are both non-conflicting subsets. This process of mapping the gene trees onto the
organismal trees has been modeled as a problem of set theory (Page et al., 1997) and is
accon^lished in this analysis by usmg Ps^e’s implementation of a mapping algorithm m his
programs TREEMAP (Page, 1995) and COMPONENT (Page, 1993). The process of
mapping the gene tree onto the organismal tree results in a best possible inference of
actual evolutionary events that is used in subsequent analysis to answer questions about
the evolutionary process.
The mapping associations were constructed in TREEMAP for the neighbor joining
gene trees and theh associated organismal trees. Once this mappmg relationship was
established the file was saved in the NEXUS format, which allowed for the insertion of the
alternative trees, constructed under the other tree building methodologies, into the
appropriate block. In the resulting file each gene tree is subject to the mapping
relationship, as first established by maintaining consistency in nammg of OTUs. The
reconciled tree, and statistics regarding number of duplications, number of leaves added,
and number of leaves lost were generated by importing this file into COMPONENT.
This process o f mapping requires conqiletely bifurcating trees. The mapping algorithm
arbitrarily resolves any polytomies. In this analysis, all polytomies in the maximum
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parsimony tree were manually resolved so as to maximize the congruence of branching
relationshÿs of the gene tree with the organismal tree. This decisfon is predicated upon
the assumed mcontestability o f the organismal trees, as constructed in this anafysis.
Arbitrary resolution is often mconsequenthd with respect to the structure of the reconciled
tree, but in cases where it would impact the topology significantly, it is the most
conservative option. This methodological assumption is analogous to parsimony.
Incongruities between the gene tree and organismal tree often require additional
duplications to resolve the relationsh%. Thus, if duplications are allowed only where
direct evidence supports such an event (i.e., well supported organismal tree-gene tree
incongruities, or a difference in the number of lineages in higher taxa), one assumes that
evolution is best explained by the least number of possible events. As an alternative, the
proportion of explicit incongruities (gene tree-organismal tree disagreements), with
respect to the total number of resolved comparisons, could be used to estimate a
parameter of incongruity which would subsequently be applied in resolving polytomies
probabilistically, either for congruence or incongruence.
Due to the large number of unresolved nodes in a subset of the quartet puzzling
maximum likelihood trees, these trees were not directly used m this study, but rather
served as a resource in evaluating the support of nodes in trees generated by the other
methods, when disagreements between organismal trees and gene trees arose, and in
constructing a maximum likelihood distance matrix for the construction of Fitch trees (as
previously noted).
As an example. Figure 5 shows the organismal tree, the neighbor joining gene tree,
and the reconciled tree for the phosphagen kinase gene family used in this analysis. The
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unnumbered nodes on the reconciled tree mark spéciation events, and the numbered nodes
on the reconciled tree mark duplicatfon events. These duplicatfon events can be m^iped
back onto the organismal tree in order to estimate when th ^ occurred. The reconciled
tree can be further simplified constructing a smaller tree in which the nodes represent
duplication events. This is accomplished by pruning all branches which do not arise fix>m
a diqilication (i.e., all nodes not numbered on the reconciled tree). These trees, called
duplication trees, have been constructed for all gene fiunilies, in order to calculate
symmetry values. This particular example contains a special case, in which duplicatfons
that are not shared by any other species (independent duplication 3 and 4) require a
spéciation event to be included on this tree. This node is marked by a cficle. For
calculation of symmetry values, these branches are excluded. This tree also exhibits a
second anomaly, where a duplication is requhed, not by an mcreasmg number of gene
lineages (white circles), but rather by an e7q>licit disagreement between the gene tree and
species tree (black node). In the gene tree, arthropods and nematodes are not in accord
with the topology of the organismal tree, which is considered to be true.
Another estimator of the process of gene duplication, which bears directly on the
issue of increasing complexity, is the ratio of invertebrate to vertebrate genes, and,
analogously, the ratio of invertebrate to vertebrate gene clades. It follows, firom the
hypothesis, that if two rounds of genome duplication have occurred, between the origin of
invertebrates and the origin of chordates, then there should be a one to four ratio of
invertebrate to vertebrate genes, and a one to four ratio of invertebrate to vertebrate gene
clades. The notion of the clade ratio is similar to the notion of gene ratio, derived firom
the predictions of the paradigm of tetralogy, and predicts for each gene copy in
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invertebrates, there should be four m vertebrates. The one to four ratio o f clades is
probably a less resolved estimate of the ratio than the esthnate of the gene ratio. The gene
ratio, however, is lOcefyto be more mfhienced by poor san^ling. Though both requhe
establishing homology, given poor sampling, homology may be unclear if the true
homolog has not been sampled, or if the homolog is aberrantly divergent, either
functionally, or in its sequence. This can bias the estimate of the ratio. Additionally, some
members of gene families are likely to be lost in some taxa also biasing the estimate. Both
gene and clade ratios are used in this analysis. The ratio is constructed by singly counting
the homologous genes or clades sampled by the gene fomHies in arthropods and
vertebrates.
Tree symmetry, or tree balance, is a metric which characterizes the distribution of
the probability of origination of lineages. In the context of molecular phjiogenetic
inference, the underlying mutational mechanism is either duplication or speciatioiL Gene
trees are generally a combination of both of these n^chanisms. Reconciled trees have
been used to separate the two processes, so that a tree which represents only the
mutational mechanism of duplication can be constructed for use in symmetry analysis.
Thus, the estimates of tree symmetry in this analysis characterize the probability of
duplication across lineages. This is used in subsequent analysis to evaluate if the
probability of duplication across lineages is more or less uniformly distributed than for the
expectations derived from trees having an equivalent number of OTUs and having equal
probabilities of duplication across lineages. Greater uniformity of duplication across gene
lineages inq)lies a dependence between duplication events and a synchrony of duplication.
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The prhnary mechanism by which this can occur, for genes not physically linked, is
genome duplicatmn.
Many metrics of tree balance, or tree symmetry, have been proposed (for review see
Khkpatrick et al., 1993). All succeed m discriminatmg between symmetric and
asymmetric tree topology, yet differ m ways that have yet to be rigorously, or even
heuristicaUy, defined. For the purposes of this analysis, Colless’ imbalance measurement,
IC (Colless, 1982), will be used where:
Y

Z | Tright~Tirft\

J-C

jN-iyÇhf-2)
2

Tngfu

= Tips to the right

Ti^ = Tips to the left
iV

= Number of terminal taxa

The expectation and significance for this metric have been approached, both analytically
(Kirkpatric et al., 1993; Heard, 1992), and through simulation (Heard, 1992).
Midpoint rooting is used as an alternative to outgroup rooting, as in many of the gene
families, the true ancestral sequence is not known. Estimates of tree symmetry are very
sensitive to method of rooting. If the tree rooting is introduced as an unknown variable,
confidence in further anafysis of the symmetry of these trees is highly diminished.
Midpoint rooting, however, is a constant of known effect. Midpoint rooting will tend to
either recover or underestimate the true symmetry, but it is highly unlikely to ever
overestimate asymmetry. 1, therefore, have a clear understanding of the bias of this
estimate.
All methods of phylogenetic reconstruction have different assumptions, and often
produce different trees. The building o f trees, usmg alternative methods, was conceived in
order to avoid biases in results in subsequent analysis due to the methods of tree
constructioiL In order to avoid replicating the conqslete analysis for each method of tree
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buflding, the alternative methods were first evaluated for a significant difference in their
estimates of shared duplications, independent duplicatmns, and tree symmetry. Figure 6 is
a plot of each panwise conqrarison for the three methods and for each of the three metrics.
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Table 1. Results form a linear regression of all possible pairwise comparisons for the
estimates of: A., Shared duplications, B., Independent duplications, and, C., Symmetry
values ( / c ) derived from trees generated usmg the NJ, Fitch, and Parsimony methods for all
are summarized. The upper half matrix lists the calculated P, and the lower half matrix
lists the resulting p values.
Table 1 summarizes the significances and slopes resultii% from a linear regression
performed for each possible comparison. In all cases the regression is highly significant,
and for all metrics, except symmetry, the slope is positive and approxhnates 1. It is likely
that the lower values for slope in the symmetry comparison are a result of a skewed
distribution of points towards smaller symmetry values, and does not indicate a
meaningful deviation from the expected slope of 1. Given the significance of the
regressions, and that no particular method seems to show a consistent deviation from the
other two, 1 conclude that for the metrics of mterest, the methods used are not statistically
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differentiable, and so proceed in the analysis usmg Neighbor Joinmg, which is the fastest
and simplest for our purposes.
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Figure 6. Linear fits to the pairwise conq)arison of shared duplications, independent
duplications, and symmetry estimates (7 c ) for the N J , Fitch, and parsimony methods of tree
construction. The strong linear correlation and absence of consistent deviation of any of
the three mechanisms is used as the basis for not replicatmg the analysis for all three
methods of tree construction.
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS

Figure 7 represents the distribution of accumulated duplication events with respect
to time. There is a general pattern of more recently originatii^ taxa sharing a greater
number of duplications than evolutionarily deeper clades. The regression of the mean
number of shared duplications against time of origination of taxonomic line^e is highly
significant (Mean: b = -0.98, p = 0.00001), since, as clades subtend successively deeper
times, there is less opportunity to acquire duplications, and fewer lineages which can
duplicate. Both gradual and saltatory mechanisms of gene duplication would predict this
increasing linear trend; however, gr^hicalty there appears to be a slight inflection in the
slope of the mean, inqxlying some increase in the rate o f accumulation o f duplicatfons
between 500 and 700 mybp. A substantial increase in rate, occurring in a relatively small
tenqmral period, can be explained by a doubling or quadrupling of the number of gene
lineages, which can then experience subsequent duplication events. The proportion of
duplications occurring through time, ordered temporally by the origination time of
successively older clades, for gene femilies, presents a picture of how duplication has
impacted gene families across a billion years. These estimates are summarized in Figure 8,
31
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which represents the proportion o f duplicatkins occurrmg on the mterval of tune
immediately prior to the divergence of the particular taxon. Two gene families, which
record contrastmg patterns of duplicatwn, have been chosen to explore possible histories
of duplication.
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Figure 7. Cumulative numbers of duplications shared across tençorally ranked cladistic
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prior to the dwergence of that group. The least squares fits represent the mean
accumulation of duplications across all measured intervals.
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Figure 8. Proportion of duplications occurring on intervals of time tenqx>rally ranked by
cladistic levels for forty gene families. These esthnates represent the proportion of
duplications occurring on the interval of time immediately prfor to the dwergence of the
particular taxon. The least squares fits represent the mean proportion of duplications
across all measured intervals. Two gene fomOies are highlighted. The HSP70 gene fomily
shows a relatively even pattern of duplkation through time, with three periods of
expansion. Contrasting this pattern, the DLX gene family shows a peak of duplication
occurring on the interval of time preceding the origin of chordates and relative stasis in all
subsequent intervals of thne.
The HSP70 gene family shows a relatively even pattern of duplication through time, with
three periods of expansion: one occurs prior to the origination of fungi, another
immediately prior to the origination of chordates, and the last immediately precedes the
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origm of eutherians. The magnitude of each of these events is onfy^slightly greater than the
mean rate derived ftom all 40 gene fiunOies. Contrasting with this pattern, is the DLX gene
family, which shows a smgle peak of duplication occurrmg on the interval of time
precedmg the origm of chordates, which is roughty three tunes as great as the mean
proportion, and 2.5 times that of the HSP70 gene fomily. Following this burst of
duplicatmn the DLX gene family experienced relative stasis on all subsequent intervals of
time. This indicates that there is heterogeneity in the process of duplication through time,
but also that there may be structure to the heterogeneity.
It is unfortunate that there is not complete sampling of the process of duplication
for all gene fomOies, across all intervals of time, as inferred ftom the phylogeny of the
genes families. In cases where a taxon was not sampled, but taxa originatmg before and
after that taxon s origination have been sampled, any duplications occurring in that
mterval were assumed to have occurred either prior to the origination of that taxon (late),
or on the interval of time following the origmation of that taxon (early). Alternatively, the
number of duplications could have been partitioned equally amongst the unsampled
intervals of time, but there is no biologically con?elling argument suggesting that this
assumption would recover the real distribution of duplications. The chosen method is
graphically accessible, explicit, and constructs an interval likely to bound the real values.
Given that most of the absent samples occur primarily for echinoderms and urochordates,
the late placement of duplications is more likely to support the hypothesis of genome
duplication occurring prior to the vertebrate radiation. Of the 322 comparisons, 29 values
were estimated with this method, with four occurring in Amphibia, four in Aves, five in
fish, and 16 m Echinodermata.
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Figure 9 presents these two methods o f interpolation in terms of the rate of
duplicatmn per line%e, per time, esthnated for the last bOlfon years. The rate has been
transformed in order to normalize the distribution o f the variables for statistical analysis.
Given the importance of duplicatfon rates of 0 in describmg the pattern of duplication
through time, a simple log transformatfon was not appropriate, since rates of 0 would be
eliminated. The transformation used allows inclusion o f all rates of 0, and shifts ther
value to I after transformation. The black dots describe a profile for the mean distribution
of duplications through time for the data with no mterpolation. The two least squares fits
represent the two alternative methods: early (broken line), and late (solid line). The
resulting efiect either pushes a subset of duplications forward or backward in time. To
delineate between these alternative assumptions for approximating missing data points, the
mean for a deleted data set (black dots), removing all gene families containing
approximated points, was compared, respectively, to the means of the early and late
assumptions. Graphically, the deleted data set correlates well with the assumption of the
early method. To determine if this graphical trend is statistically significant, the
correlatfon for each pan-wise comparison of early, late, and deleted has been calculated,
and is presented in Table 2.

b rly
Late
Deleted

Late
p = .7 ^
0.1248
0.9217

Deleted
p=.OOI
p=J32

0.4774

Table 2. Summary of the correlation between two methods of data interpolation (early
and late), and the actual estimates. The significant correlations are in italics.
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Figure 9. Rate of duplication per lineage per time, estimated for the last billion years. The
black dots describe a profile for the mean distributfon of duplications through time. For
some gene families, on some intervals of time, there was no sampling. These gaps in
sampling introduce difficulties in subsequent statistical analysis. Two methods were used
to interpolate the rate of duplication for these intervals. The least squares fits represent
the two alternative methods; early (broken line), assumes that duplications luqypened after
the divergence of the missing taxon; late (solid line), assumes that duplications occurred
before the divergence of the missmg taxon. The resulting efiect either pushes a subset of
duplications forward or backward m time. The significant correlation of the actual values
and the early method of interpolatfon are taken as support for the use of the early estimate
in subsequent analysis.
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The absence of correlation between early and late is not significant, implyii% that these
assumptions are actual^ significant^ difièrent. The early and deleted comparison is
significant, while the late and deleted comparison is not. Thus, the early assunq)tion does
not difier significantly fiom a non-substituted estimation o f the real value. Based on this
result, subsequent analysis will only involve t k assumption of earty duplications.
In order to rigorously evaluate if the underlymg mutational mechanisms structuring
duplication through time proceeded by gradualistic or episodic events, I will use the
reconstructed rate o f duplications per lineage, per tune, as recorded by forty gene families.
Though the proportion of duplications per interval of time is also an estnnator of this
process, there are statistical con^lications with the use of this estimator due to the
interdependence of mtervals, which arises from a constraint that their sum equal one. A
second problem involves an effect of lineage. I have shown that, at successively deeper
phylogenetic levels, there are fower shared duplications. This can also be thought of as
fewer line%es which can experience duplication events. Thus, the rate of duplication for a
gene family having 10 loci and experiencmg 1 duplication is far less than for a gene family
having 2 loci and experiencing 1 duplicatioiL The time axis is derived fix>mthe assignment
of the duplications to either internal or terminal branches on the organismal tree (Figure
4), for which the origination tunes of taxa are well resolved. This allows the duplications
to be assigned to a discrete segment of time between the origination of two taxa. For the
calculation of rate, only those duplications occurring on internal branches are useful.
These duplicatfons are termed shared duplications, as the gene lineages arising firom these
duplications are shared by at least one subsequently arising taxa. Some gene families
evidence duplications on the root of the tree leading to the most ancestral node. Since
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these duplicatioiis occur on the root, th ^ have no lower boundary, and can onfy be
assigned to an interval of time prrôr to the oldest represented specmtion.
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Figure 10. Rate of duplication per lineage per time, estimated for the last billion years.
The rate has been transformed in order to de couple the mean and variance in further
analysis. Given the importance of rates of duplication of 0 in the data set, a simple log
transformation was not ^propriate. The transformation used allows inclusion of all 0
points, shifting their value to one under the transformation. The broken curve is a least
squares fit describing a profile of the distribution of duplications through time. The
dashed line is the variance of the transformed data set across all intervals of time. The
doted line represents the variance divided by the mean, which will remove any correlation
between the variance and mean not already accomplished by transformatioiL The almost
perfect correlation of these two estimates of variation supports the transformation’s
de-coupling of these parameters.
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Due to the lack of resolution, this mterval was discarded.
Figure 10 represents the rate of duplicatran corrected for Imeage effects and
logarithmically transformed [log ((rate/ Imeage / million years) + 1) X 10] as suggested by
Sokal et al. (1988). The broken curve is a least squares fit, approximating a profile of the
distributfon of duplications through time. The dashed step plot is the variance o f the mean
for these interval estünates. The doted step plot represents the variance divided by the
mean, which will remove any correlation between the variance and the mean not already
accomplished by transformation. The similarity of these two estimates of variance indicate
that the transformation de-coupled the mean and the variance. The substantial peak in the
variance of the rate of duplication, on the interval of time prk>r to the origin of chordates
and deuterostomes, suggests that there was a great deal of rate varktion during these
intervals of time, independent o f the mean rate of duplication. This results fi'om high rates
of duplication on particular intervals of time for some gene families coupled with rates of
zero for others. The greatest rate of duplication occurs on the interval of time preceding
the origination of chordates. Thus, graphically, the data supports the claim that a large
number of gene families record evidence of a major episode of duplication occurring prior
to the vertebrate radiation. Given this observation, the question remains as to whether or
not there is a statistical difference in duplication rates, among different intervals o f tune.
The significance, magnitude, and sign of the difference, for the pairwise comparison of the
mean rate of duplication for each time interval, allows us to differentiate between a
hypothesis of saltatory duplication and relatively constant probability of duplication.
The sign test was used to assess the number of times gene families agree, with
respect to the rate of duplication, between two time intervals. The null hypothesis, in each
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pairwise comparison, is that gene Ëunilies will dififer in their rate estnnates about fifty
percent of the tune. The alternative is that gene ftunilies, on one interval, will constantly
record a greater rate of duplication. An evaluation of all pairwise comparisons will thus
allow us to test both if there is a heterogeneity o f rate between different tune intervals, and
if the interval of time preceding the origin of chordates records a greater rate m
comparison to all other time intervals. Gene fiunilies lackmg sançlmg for a particular
comparison were deleted. Table 3 summarizes the results of the sign test. Irrespective of
the pattern of difference in rate of duplication, the presence of significant differences
between intervals o f time suggests that there have been punctuations in duplication over
time. Thus, the graphically apparent heterogeneity evidenced in Figure 10 contams some
statistically meaningful features.
% wAtcà row < colum n

1 P valuefo r pairwise comparaata

toRodenm
toE niherâ
toAJiaiijla
toTetrapafa
toO nntata
to Deuterostotna
(oAoioaoma
toMieiazoa

10 Rodcnria

to Enthcria

to Anniaca (olctiapoda to Choidata o Dculeitistom to Ptotostonm

87JOOOO

8333300

85.00000

400)000

5862070
643)0000

0.00052

0.00952
0.00365
0.00002

0.42371
0.45761

0.05429

0.03706

0.05501

0.13057

0i»896
1Ü0000
0.75183

03)9896
0.77283
028884

0.14561
054649
028884

0.18242

0.04123

023014

loaooooo
7037040
7391300
7Z72730

5555560
27.77780
27.77780
29.41180

21.73910
0.01234
0.42268
0.72367

0.18242
0.13057

77.77780
4666670
5833330
3636360
35.71430
77.77780

toMetazoa

100.00000
603)0000
753)0000
753)0000
50.00000
85.71430
71.42860

0.44969

Table 3. Results from a sign test comparing the rate of duplication occurring on all
intervals of time for 40 gene ftunilies. The lower half o f the matrk records the
significance of the pairwise conqxarisons between the rate of duplication for each interval
of time (significant and marginally significant values are in italics). The upper half of the
matrix records the magnitude and direction of the difference in rate as the percentage of
gene families for each conq>arison that records a lower rate of duplication on the column
interval of time than the row interval of time. Values corresponding with the significant p
values are in italics.
The pattern of difference has two principle features. Firstly, the interval of time
leading to Rodentia shows a significantly lower rate of duplication in almost all
conparisons. Secondly, the interval of time immediate^ preceding the origin of chordates
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shows a higher rate of duplication m almost all comparisons. Those comparisons mvolvmg
the interval of time prior to the origin of the metazoans are not very mformative due to
limited sampling. As an example, the metazoa to Rodentia comparison shows that 100%
of the gene families record a higher rate of duplication than do those same families in the
interval of time preceding the origin of Rodentia, yet this is still only marginally significant.
The support of an increased rate of duplication, prmcÿally occurring on the
interval of time immediately preceding the origin of the chordates, is consistent with a
saltatory pattern of duplication, and excludes a hypothesis that cannot account for
substantial heterogenei^ o f rate, or which involves solely gradualistic mechanisms. A
mechanism of saltatory increase implies a pattern of duplication hnpacting multiple
independent lineages over many gene families. The prmciple mechanism by which this is
thought to occur is genome duplication.
Kirkpatrick et al. (1993) suggest that, for organismal phylogenies, significant
asymmetry is most easily interpreted as a variation in spéciation rates across lineages, and,
conversely, significant symmetry can be interpreted as synchrony of spéciation across
lineages. By analogy, these same inferences should hold for phylogenetic trees in which
the underlying mutational mechanism is duplication rather than speciatioiL Estimates of
rate heterogeneity across time intervals have supported the assertion that some major
punctational event resulted in higher rates of duplication on the interval of time prior to
the origination of chordates. If this event was due to some number of ploidy events, then
there should be a signal of hicreased symmetry m the duplication trees of genes families.
However, there is also a gradualistic process of tandem duplication, which will lead to the
loss of this signal
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To evaluate this process, Colless’ / (Ic)^ an estimate of tree symmetry, has been
calculated for each gene family. Figure II is a summary of these estimates. The
calculated point for each gene fomily is a mean of the three estimates for the NJ, Fitch, and
Parsimony trees. The vertical bars on each point represent the minimum and maximum
value for the three estimates, while each point represents the mean o f each of the three
estimates.
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Figure 11. Symmetry estimates for 36 gene families plotted against the mean number of
gene lineages. For most gene fomilies, three estimates of symmetry from NJ, Fitch and
parsimony have been made. Points without vertical bars are drawn from a single estimate
of symmetry, as the tree used is derived from literature. For the other points, the vertical
bars represent the mmimum and maximum estimated symmetry values. The black line is
the expected value, based on the assumption of random probability o f duplication across
all lineages.
These estimates are highly conservative, as the use of midpoint rooting biases the estimate
of tree symmetry against larger (more asymmetric) Ic values by up to an additive factor of
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0.3. Given this, it is interesting that the majorfty of estnnates of symmetry fall above the
expected value. If a genome wide duplication has been central ni the creation of the extant
gene lineages, I would expect a bias towards more symmetric trees, unless the gradualistic
process of tandem duplication and gene conversion have contributed to the degeneration
of this signal Smce I have shown how the data as a whole records an mcrease in rates of
duplication, it seems likely that some signal o f this event should remam and should mqiact
tree symmetry. If the rise in duplication events was not a genome wide event, but rather a
rise in the rate of independent duplications during a brief interval of time, it is doubtful that
this increase would affect tree symmetry. There are, however, a number of gene families
which have less than expected symmetry. The only mechanism that would result in this is
synchrony of duplication. Thus, a complex pattern, in which some families record the
signal of a gradualistic process, and some record the signal of punctuated and synchronous
process, must be explained.
This question can first be ^proached by correlating the predictions o f tetralogy
with those of genome duplication. Tetralogy suggests that those genes which expanded
through genome duplication should evidence a 1:4 ratio of gene lineages, in a comparison
of lineages edant in invertebrates and lineages extant in vertebrates. The genome
duplication hypothesis suggests that those genes which expanded by genome duplication
should have a greater than e7q)ected symmetry. Figure 12 shows the correlation of these
two variables. The significant negative correlatmn (-0.4970; p = 0.030) supports the
conjecture that those gene femilies which best evidence the 1:4 ratio are likely to be more
symmetric than expected, giving some insight into a possible explanation of the data.
Thus, if the gradualistic process has differentially impacted gene families subsequent to a
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duplication event, then the more symmetric class of gene families has been less likely to
experience, or fbc, duplications arising fiom this gradualistic mechanism.
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Figure 12. Correlation of the deviation from expected symmetry estimates for 20 gene
families plotted against the ratio of vertebrate to invertebrate genes. The vertical black
line marks the expected symmetry. The negative correlation suggests that for gene
families with more symmetric trees (synchrony of duplication suggesting increase in gene
line%e by ploidy event) there is a higher ratio of vertebrate to invertebrate genes (closer
to the 4:1 ratio suggested by tetralogy).
To this point, a number of comparisons between time intervals have contributed to
a story of heterogeneity regarding the rate of duplication, with a saltatory peak in rate
immediately preceding the origin of chordates. Additionally, the suggestion in the
preceding section, that a meaningful pattern of variation in rate across gene families,
recorded in gene tree symmetry, motivates a dfrect examination of patterns of significant
variation in rates of duplication with respect to gene family. This story is actually
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concatenated from a large number of lesser stories, ultimately grounded m the
evolutionary process of selectk>n and drift, and punctuated by large scale events (genome
duplications) differentially hnpacting gene frimilfes. The most interestmg results are likely
to arise fiom an understanding of how gene ftimilks o f differmg bk>logy respond to and
record these large scale events. To accomplish this, I partitioned gene femhies into
symmetric and asymmetric groups, as defined by the estimate of U for each gene family. If
the majority of the three estimates of U have greater than expected symmetry, they were
included in the symmetric group. The converse is true for the asymmetric group. The
means across all compared intervals of time, and the membershp of the two clusters, are
presented in Figure 13a. To evaluate the significance of the graphically represented pattern
of differences in means, the Maim-Whimey U test was used in a comparison of the
asymmetric and symmetric groups on the eight intervals of time. These results are
presented in Table 4A. A second test was conducted for a subset of the gene families used
in 13A by eliminating those families for which all three symmetry estimates were not
above or below the expected value. The members and means for these groups are
presented in Figure 13b, and the statistical results are summarized in Table 4B. The
Wald-Wolfbwitz runs test was performed on groups as previously defined in order to gain
further insight mto the distribution of the rates of duplication between the groups. The
symmetric group in Figure 13a shows a significant peak in rate of duplication prior to the
origin of chordates and subsequent to the origin of the lower deuterostomes. In all other
comparisons, except for that of the interval of time prior to the origination of the metazoa,
the differences between the two groups are not significant. 1am cautious in affirming the
significance of rate differences prior to metazoa due to the small number of represented
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gene frunilies. That the two gmuph%s o f genes are strongly differentiated primarily on the
interval o f time immediate^ preceding the origin of chordates, and that the rate of
duplicatfon between the groups on all other intervals is not dif&rentiable in sign or
magnitude, is a highly significant pattern.
Wjld-WoifMlz
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Aihn-WWlMyUTcst
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1
______________
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11
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6
1
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-236123
-0.86390
-032179
-1.7944
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038765
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Table 4. Results firom the Mann-Whitney U test and the Wald-Wolfbwitz runs test for the
conyarison of the symmetric and asymmetric groups (gene family membership is
summarized in Figure 13) on each of the eight intervals of time. Box B mcludes a subset
of those gene families presented in Box A, as defined by a more rigorous criterion of
membershq) (see Fig. 13B).
The group of genes which evidences the greatest rate of duplication is also the group of
genes which is more symmetric than expected, implying that synchrony of spéciation and
increased rate of duplication are highly correlated. The increase in rate only occurs during
a discrete period of time, prior to the origin of chordates, where 1 have hypothesized that a
number of rounds of tetraploid evolution have occurred.
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Figure 13. Graph A shows the mean rate of duplication occurring on the lineage leading
to the diversification of clades temporally ranked by cladistic levels fbr 28 gene families.
The symmetric and asymmetric groups are defined by the estimate of h for each gene
family. If the majority of the three estimates of Ic have greater than expected symmetry,
they were included in the symmetric group. The converse is true for the asymmetric
group. The symmetric group shows a significant peak in rate prior to the origin of
chordates, and subsequent to the origin of the lower deuterostomes. G r^h B is
constructed fix>ma subset of those gmie families used m A, such that only those families
for which all three symmetry estimates are above or below the e?q)ected value are
included. These groups show a shnilar and more exaggerated pattern of rate of
duplication through time.
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This pattern is further substantiated by the replication of this analysis for a subset of the
data m which those gene fomdies, havmg near expected symmetry, were eliminated. If the
pattern resulting from group definitions based on symmetry were an artifoct, or a
fortuitous accident, then this sub-sarryling of the data should have either no mqract on
pattern and significance, or should distort the pattern m some random way. Figure 13b
and Table 4B, show that the sub-sample retains the pattern and s%nificance as previously
described, though the significance is slightly reduced, partially due to smaller sangle size.
In mterpretmg this pattern, it is unportant to note that all genes are impacted by genome
duplication events, but with estnnates of the gradualistic rate of tandem duplication at 10 ^
to 10'^ per generation, and given an estimate that this event occurred over 500 million
years before present, the process of accumulation and loss of lineages is sufficient to
dissipate the signal of genome duplication, both with respect to rate and to tree symmetry.
I hypothesize that those gene families which retain the signal of genome duplication (as
evidenced by symmetry and rate) have retained this signal concurrent with a process of
constraint on duplication through selective retention of lineages.
As a contrast to the pattern of shared diqrlications, we can examine patterns of
independent duplicatiotL Figure 14 shows the number of duplications inferred to have
occurred independently followmg each taxon s divergence. The lower axis organizes the
taxa by estimated time of originatiorL The wide bar shows the mean number of
duplications, and the thin bar denotes the variance in the estimate of independent
duplications, recorded for all gene families, m a particular taxonomic group. An
informative contrast is presented in Figure 15, in which the total number of shared
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dupUcatfons is plotted against total number of mdependent duplications. If duplications are
neutral with respect to fixation, the expectatk>n fbr each gene fiimily is that an equal
number of shared and mdependent duplicatmns would be recorded over tune. Thus, the
expected correlation between independent and shared duplications, under the assumption
of neutrality, will be a line ofy =x, which passes through the origin. Gene fiunilies fidlmg
above the line record more independent duplicatmns than shared duplications, and exhibit
a pattern e3q>lamable by high rates of gene conversion, or diversifying selection.
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Figure 15. Total number of shared duplications plotted gainst total number of
independent duplications summed over all intervals o f time. The line has a slope o f 1, and
passes through the origin. If duplications are neutral with respect to fixation, the
expectation for each gene family is that an equal number of shared and independent
duplications would be recorded over tune. Gene fomilies fallmg above the line are
recording more independent duplications than shared duplications and exhibit a pattern
explainable by high rates of gene conversion or positive selection. Those which fall below
the line are likely under some form of stabilizing selection such that newly derived gene
copies do not become fixed.
Those gene families which foil below the line are probably under some form of stabilizing
selection, such that newly derived gene copies are less likely to become fixed.
The majority of gene families fall bellow the line of neutral expectations,
suggesting that, for most gene families, duplications become fixed less often than
expected. This, in turn, suggests that most duplications are not neutral with respect to
fimess. They are likely deleterious, and impact the phenotype negatively. For those gene
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families that fall above the line, a pattern o f gene conversmn, or positive selectmn, is
suggested. The three families that fall above the Ime are the interferon, VH
immunoglobulm, and trypsinogen gene families. The VH mmunoglobulin genes are
clustered in regfons which undergo a tremendous amount of recombination. Ota and Nei
(1994) suggest that m this region the bhth and death of new genes generated by
recombinatfon is under diversifying selectfon. The trypsmogen gene family is intercalated
within the p T-cell receptor locus, and is thus subjected to high recombinational
frequencies through physical links^e to this immuno-locus (Rowen et al., 1996). The
interferon gene family has been shown by Hughes (1995) to have experienced a history of
gene conversion.
Figure 15 summarizes the entire process, irrespective of thne. Our data set,
however, contains information about this process through time. In Figure 16, the number
of shared duplications is plotted against the number of independent duplications across
progressively deeper intervals of time. The small tree in the upper comer graphically
represents the interval of time as lineages which are used m the comparison. In all plots,
the line representing neutral expectations is mcluded as a reference. The most striking
contrast is between plot A and all other plots. Throughout all mtervals of time (B through
H), excluding the most recent interval, almost all gene families foil below the line, but in
plot A, representing the last 100 million years, most all fomilies fall above the line. This
pattern may indicate that in these youngest of all taxa, the genome has not established a
strong networic of constraint. In that this comparison correlates with the time of the origin
of exclusively homeothermic taxa, there may be an increased rate of recombination in
these taxa
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Figure 16. Number of shared duplications plotted against number of independent
duplications across successively deeper intervals o f time. The small tree in the upper
comer graphically represents the interval of time and lineages used in the conyarison. In
plots A through H, the line has a slope o f 1, such that y = x, representing the expectations
for a neutral process of duplication. There is a striking contrast between plot A and all
other plots. In A, roost points fall above the line, while m B through H, they fall below.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

An emerging paradigm for the évolution of increased complexity, characteristic of
the transition from invertebrates to vertebrates, is that there were at least two whole
genome duplications (polyploidization events) prior to the origin of fishes (Ohno, 1970).
There are three inqwrtant observations which have been marshaled m favor of this
hypothesis. Ffrst, fishes have, for the most part, the same number and types of genes in
similar organization as in mammals and bfrds (Elgar et al., 1996). Second, there is one
homeobox gene cluster in arthropods (e.g.. Drosophila ) and lower dueterostomes
(cephalochordates), whereas there are four clusters in vertebrates (fish, frogs, birds, and
mammals) (Garcia-Femandez and Holland, 1994; see Holland, 1996, Dev. Biol.). Third,
the number of coding genes is roughly four-tunes larger in vertebrates than in
invertebrates (e.g.. Drosophila ) (Miklos and Rubin, 1996). Moreover, for many genes,
there appears to be an approximately 1 to 4 ratio o f fimctionally-homologous genes when
con^aring invertebrates (flies) and vertebrates (typically mouse or human). This ratio has
been termed tetralogy, a term which presumes that the four genes in vertebrates are
homologs of the single gene in invertebrates (Spring, 1997).
56
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Predictions of the genome duplication hypothesis are straightforward. First, the
distributfon of gene duplicatfons should be clustered in time; namely, there should be a
large number of duplication events on the stem line%e of vertebrates relative to inferences
of gene duplications prior to or subsequent to this time. Second, duplicatfons of different
genes within a gene family should not be independent, but rather a gene duplication
involving one gene of a multigene fomüy should also occur for other members of the
family. Because the shape of phylogenetic trees reflects the probability of bifurcations on
each lineage, the non-mdependence of bifurcations imposed by changes m ploidy would
result m a tree shape that is significantly more symmetric than e?q)ected if gene lineages
duplicated independent^.
Analysis of the timing of gene duplications for 40 gene families sampled from
divergent metazoans and fungi shows a peak in the rate of duplication prior to the origin
of chordates and after the origm o f the lower deuterostomes (Fig. 10). There is not a
fourfold difference in rate, however. Instead, the pulse of gene duplication is registered
as a subtle increase in the number of genes over a 100-150 million year period, relative to
a seemingly constant background accumulation rate of new genes (see example gene
families in Fig. 8).
Analysis of gene fomüy tree shape (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12), using CoUess’s measure
of tree imbalance (Kirkpatrick et aL, 1993), shows most gene fomilies have a greater than
expected tree symmetry. The HSP70 gene family shows the most extreme asymmetry,
suggesting the possibility that genes in families which are not subject to stage- or
tissue-specific expression, and which have a general phenotype, are more likely to give rise
to multiple descendent gene lineages than related genes subject to specific expression
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patterns (Hughes, 1993). A comparison of these symmetry estimates with estimates of the
vertebrate-mvertebrate gene ratio reveals a statistically significant correlation. Topologies
of gene families which were near a 4:1 vertebrate-invertebrate gene ratk) show mcreased
tree symmetry. By contrast, gene trees fbr fiunilies having a ratio nearer 1:1 are nwre
asymmetric. These results suggest that, fi>r most gene families, there is not a strong
asymmetry of gene duplication rates across gene line%es.
There is clear indication that the inferred timn% o f duplications differs markedly
across gene families. For example, some gene fomilies (e.g., RAS, serine proteases,
GATA) appear to have diversified early (prior to the origm o f metazoans) and do not
show an elevated rate during the period immedmtely preceding the origin of chordates and
after the origin of the lower deuterostomes. To assess heterogeneity across gene families,
I used an analysis of variance on clusters of gene families which have been partitioned
into two groups based on the symmetry estimates. The symmetric group registers a very
pronounced acceleration o f gene duplication at the origin o f the chordates. When this is
compared with the asymmetric group, the rate is approximate^ 4-fold greater. The two
groups converge to the same rate for more recently derived groups (amniotes ). Thus, this
partitioning of gene families, predicated upon evidence o f synchrony of duplication (tree
symmetry) for the two groups shows that there is heterogeneity in the evolutionary
history of gene duplication across gene families. Some gene families record an
acceleration of rate prior to the origin of vertebrates, whereas others appear to have
diversified earlier and do not register an increase in rate coincident with the origin of
vertebrates.
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Our results fail to refute the hypothesis of a significant increase in gene duplicatfon
in a relatively brief period of time prior to the origin of vertebrates. Linkage studies of
paralogous genes provide convincmg evidence that this acceleration in accumulatmn of
novel genes is best mcplained by large scale (genome wide) duplication of whole
chromosomes, presumably by tetraploidization followed by dq>loidization due to
chromosome fusions (Graves, 1995). It is important to stress, however, that only a
fraction of the gene families surveyed record the hypothesized ancient genome expansion;
thus, the complexity of vertebrate genomes is due both to episodic, large scale events and
the constant birth o f new gene lineages by various mechanisms of gene duplication.
Sidow (1996) identified 5 groups o f gene fiunilies with respect to their
evolutionary dynamics, of which, only the fundamental regulators' retain the signal of
repeated bouts of tetraploidization. Sidow's 'fundamental regulators' are all transcription
factors (Hox, Cdx, MyoD, 60A, Notch, Wnt, TGF, etc.). In the other four classes of gene
families, the events at the origin of vertebrates have been erased by subsequent gains and
losses of genes within the gene family. The four other groups are, according to Sidow
(1996), 1) those genes which are not fimcrionally constrained and are therefore subject to
relatively rapid rates of molecular evolution (e.g., globms and lysozymes); 2) genes that
need to be expressed at high levels and are thus encoded by multiple, tandemly repeated
genes which have consequently undergone periodic homogenization by unequal crossing
over or conversion (e.g., tubulins and actins); 3) ubiquitously expressed housekeeping
genes that are not required in high concentration (e.g., SOD, polymerases); and, 4) genes
which are subject to high rates of gene duplication and loss (e.g., olfactory receptors and
immunoglobulin genes). In our anafysis I did not consider members of all these categories;
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nevertheless, our results closely parallel the predictions of Sidow. 1 would add, however,
that fundamental regulators" are not the onfy class of genes for which ancient genome
duplications are preserved. In additfon to a number o f transcription foctors, group one
gene families also include receptors (G protem coupled receptors, opsin), enzymes
(phosph%en kinases), and structural proteins (Connexins). It is also noteworthy that
there are regulatory genes in the asymmetric group (e.g., MADS, Forkhead, GATA,
ARF), suggesting that not all fundamental regulators' retain the signal of ancient ploidy
events.
Unequal crossing over and replicative transposition are alternative, and common,
mechanisms of gene duplication. Rates of unequal crossii% over are on the order o f 10 ^
to 10 ^per locus per generation (Fryxell, 1996). This estimate suggests that a given locus
may be duplicated or lost every 1,000 to 100,000 generations; or, conversely, that in a
genome of 100,000 genes, there are between 1 and 100 gene duplication events per
generation. Such a high rate of gene turnover would suggest that changes in ploidy that
are manifest at the level of individual genes can be overwhelmed by the constant gain and
loss of individual genes that occurs through unequal crossing over and illegitimate
recombinatkm. This is clearly evident for those gene fomilies in group two and for other
gene families not considered in which rates o f gene duplication and loss are exceptionally
rapid (e.g., immunoglobulins, olfactory genes, etc.).
Our results suggest tbat the evolutionary history of gene families is defined by the
nature of selection on individual genes. Genes embedded in highly constrained pleiotropic
networks, whether they are developmental, physiological, or structural, are likely to have
a different pattern of diversification than genes subject to less (or different) selective
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constraints (Sidow, 1996; Wagner, 1994; Wagner, 1996; Gordon, 1994). Furthermore,
as Wagner (1994) has demonstrated, fixatfon o f duplicated genes m plewtropic networks
will occur more readily if the whole network is duplicated, because the phenotype is
dependent on the mteraction of a suite o f genes rather than the expresskm of one or two
genes. By contrast, genes which are not part o f pleiotropic networks are candidates for
repeated duplication, and the resultant new genes retain the original function through
stabilizing selection, adopt a novel function through foration o f advantageous mutations,
or become silenced by the accumulation of deleterious mutations. If there were repeated
bouts of tetraploidization, the genomes o f vertebrates should be littered with
pseudogenes. Moreover, I might also predict a large number o f novel gene fomilies in
vertebrates for which homologs are not evident m lower deuterostomes and protostomes.
Finally, this analysis clearly indicates a need to survey gene family diversity within lower
vertebrates {i.e., fishes), and lower deuterostomes, including cephalochorates,
echinoderms, and tunicates. Comparison of gene fondly diversity within and among
taxonomic groups can provide a powerful means of studyit% the process of gene
duplication, loss, and divergence.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ANP (atrial natriuretic peptide): ANP is a hormone found in vertebrates which regulates
cardiovascular function and sodium and water balance. Its related family members. Brain
NP, C-type NP, Ventricular NP and Green mamba NP, also elicit similar pharmacological
effects. There are differing forms of ANP as well, however these are made via
post-translational modification.
ARF (ADP-ribosyiation factor): These protems are GTP-binding proteins which play a
role in the assmnbly and dissembly of the coatomer protein conçlex and are key
conqmnents in vesicular transport fi'om the Golgi con^lex. They are evolutionarify
conserved and found in all eukayotes. The ARF family also contains the ARL (ARF-like)
proteins.
Arrestin: Arrestins and related fomüy members bind phosphorylated G-protein coupled
receptors and interfere with subsequent binding of the G-protein. This inhibits the signal
transduction cascade. Most are important in the visual system.
Band: The Band 4.1 family of proteins all contain a conserved domain of ISO amino
acids. These proteins are associated with the cytoskeleton and interact with proteins in
and associated with the plasma membrane. They are inqx>rtant in the formation of
junction conylexes on the cytoplasmic foce o f the cell membrane. There are 8 known
family members.
Connexm: Connexins are integral membrane proteins that form a hexameric structure
called a connexon. The connexon protrudes fiom the cell surface and contains a central
aqueous pore which, when joined to a connexon fiom a neighbormg cell, forms a gap
junction. Within a species there can be several diffèrent tissue specific forms of connexins,
which are structurally similar, and contain well conserved sequences in their extracellular
loops. There are 14 known family members.
62
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Cyclin: The cyclins are found in all eukaryotic cells. The mam mitotic cyclm is Cyclin B,
but the G1 cyclins are also important in standard cell cycles. Some are kmases, some bmd
other proteins, and some are phosphatases.
Dynamin: Dynamin is a microtubule-associated protein which binds and hydrofyzes OTP,
thereby producmg a force. It is mvolved in the production o f microtuble bundles. Related
family members m Drosphila and yeast are also thought to be mvolved m
microtubule-associated motility, and all fhmify members bmd GTP.
DLX (Distal-less like): The Dbc fomify of protems are homeobox-containing transcrÿtion
factors found in both arthropods and vertebrates. The gmies that encode these proteins
are distributed in pairs on the same chromosomes as the Hox genes, and are thought to
have undergone duplication at the same thne as the Hox clusters. The tree used m this
analysis was generated by Stock et aL, 1996.
Ets: The Ets-domain family of proteins, named for the Avian leukemia virus E26, consists
of a wide range of DNA-binding proteins which act as transcription factors, including
human elf-1, which plays a role m the activation of HIV-2 genes.
Euk CA (eukaryotic-type carbonic anhydrase): Carbonic anhydrases are zinc-binding
enzymes which catalyze the reaction C02 + H20 <-> H2C03. In vertebrates there are
cytosolic, membrane-bound, mhochondrhd, and secreted forms, which are evolutionarily
related to two isozymes found in the alga Chlamydomonas, as well as Protein D8 from
poxvhus.
FGF (fibroblast growth factor): The FGF family includes the acidic and basic FGFs (also
known as heparin-bmding growth factors I and II) as well as a host of other growth
factors and oncogenes. They play a role in the growth and/or differentiation of cells in
many tissue types o f mesodermal or neuroectodermal origin.
Forkhead: The Forkhead famify includes protems which contain the 100 amino acid
foikhead domain which is invohred in DNA bmdmg. Most have been shown to be
transcription foctors mvolved in late development m Drosophila, and early development in
vertebrates, although some have widely varied functions.
G Pro R n (G-protein coupled receptor fomOy II): This new frunily of receptors is
structurally similar to the familiar 7 transmembrane receptors, but bear no sequence
similarity to them. They have been shown to bind various peptide hormones in both
arthropods and vertebrates, which then activate the G-protein adenylyl cyclase or
phosphatidytinositol-calchim pathways.
GATA: The GATA fomily of transcription factors bind to the consensus sequence A/T
GATA A/G which occurs in the regulatory region of a number of genes. These proteins
all contain two zinc finger domains which are the regions that bind DNA and are
conserved across the family.
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HSP70 (heat shock protein 70): The HSP70 family of protems consists of beat shock
proteins with an average molecular weight o f 70 KcL Heat shock genes are often
expressed in response to environmental stress. Although then fimctmns are widely varied,
th ^ all bmd ATP, and are found in organisms as divergent as yeast, plants, bacteria,
animals and protists (bacterial sequences were not used in this anafysis).
HSP90: This fomily of proteins have an average molecular weight of 90 Kd and are also
found m the oi^anisms listed above. Then exact ftinctfon is not known, but in higher
eukaryotes it appears that they act as chaperone protems and exhibit ATPase activity.
IF (Intermediate filaments): This large fiunily o f proteins consists of seven subgroups
based on a variety of characteristics. They form long fibrous strands which compose the
cytoskeleton of the cell and nuclear envelope. Their basic structure consists of an
N-terminal head regfon, a central rod regfon, and a C-terminal tail region.
Interfor (Interferon): The interferons are proteins which eUicit antivnal or antÿroliferative
responses in cells. They are 160 to 170 amino acids m length after the signal peptide has
been removed, and are grouped into five categories based on sequence homofogy: afoha,
alpha-n, beta, gamma, and delta. The gamma group is not considered part of the family.
M-AChR (Muscarinic actejdcholine receptor): The large femily
neurotransmitter/neurohormone receptors consists of catecholamine receptors as well as
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, whfoh are thought to have diverged before the
arthropod-vertebrate split. All are 7 transmembrane G-protein coupled receptors.
MADS: The MADS-box domam was first identffîed in MCMl (yeast), Agamous
(Aribidopsis), Deficiens (Antirrhinum), and SRF (human). It is a DNA-binding domain
found in a number of plant regulatory genes, as well as fungi and animals.
Matrixin: The matrixins are secreted extracellular matrix proteases which must bind zmc
in order to become active. They possess an autoinhibitory activity, which has been found
to be due to the chelating of zmc by a smgle cysteme residue in a conserved oct^>eptide
region of the enzyme, fomwn as the cysteme switch.
MyoD: The MyoD femily is a small group of transciiptfon factors inqmrtant in vertebrate
myogenis. They all contain the conserved basic helix-foop-helix (bHLH) region, and are
also part of the large bHLH family. They bind the ubiquitously distributed E proteins and
then bind to a region of DNA known as the E box. Each member of the femily is
apparently expressed at a slightly different time during embryogenesis. The tree used in
this analysis was generated by Atchl^ et al., 1994.
N-AChR (Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor): In vertebrates the receptor found in motor
endplates is con ^sed of four different subunits: alpha, beta, gamma, and delta or epsilon.
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whfle m neurons it is composed of two subunits alpha and non-alpha (also called heta).
These subunits are all evolutkmarity related.
NGF (nerve growth factor): The NGF fàmüy consists o f the vertebrate NGF protem,
found to be in ^ rtan t in neuron growth and differentiation, as well as at least three other
structurally and functfonally related protems. Mature NGF is about 120 residues in length
and contams s k inqmrtant cysteine residues which form characterisic disulfide honds.
Opsin: The opsin family consists of 7 transmembrane G-protein coupled proteins that are
light activated. Rhodopsin, a well studied member of this fàmify, bimls transducio, a
trimeric G-protein, upon the photon-activated conformational change of the covalently
bound retinal These 7 transmembrane proteins are evohitionarily related to the familiar
family of 7 transmembrane G-protein coupled receptors.
P450 (Cytochrome P450): P450s are a large group o f enzymes that catalyze the oxidative
metabolism of a variety o f compounds. T h ^ are conqx>sed of about 400 to 530 amino
acids in length and contain a conserved cysteine residue that bind the heme non m the
C-terminal region.
PAX (paired box): The Pax family is a group of transcrÿtion foctors crucial to early
development. They all contain the paired box domain, a 124 amino acid domain that is
well conserved across the animal kingdom. Many are hnportant neural development, and
the most well known. Pax 6 (eyeless), is absolutely critical to eye development in both flies
and man.
Phos Kin (Phosphogen kinase): The phosphogen kinase fomily mcludes the creatine,
arginine, taurocyamine, and lombricine kmases, which reversibly catalyze the transfer of a
phosphate group between ATP and various phosphogens. In higher animals, there are at
least four different creatine kinases that are differentially ejqiressed within the organism.
POU: The Pou family includes the Pit, Oct, and Une transcrÿtion factors, among others,
which have a 70 to 75 ammo acid region found upstream o f a homeobox domain. This
domain mediates protein-protein interactions and site-specific DNA binding. Many are
thought to be inqwrtant in early cellular differentiation.
RAS: Members of the Ras family are GTP-binding kmases that play a role in relaying
signals firom cell surfoce receptors to the nucleus which stimulate cell proliferation or
differentiation. The gene encoding the Ras protein is a proto-oncogene first discovered in
viruses that caused sarcomas in rats.
Ser Pro (Serine protease): This large family of serine proteases all belong to the trypsin
family. Their catalytic activity occurs in a well conserved region of the protein that also
bears some relation to the prokaryotic S2A and S2B family (bacterial sequences were not
used in this analysis).
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Sm Cyt (small cytokme); Small (^okines are positively charged proteins of 70 to 100
amino acids m length which are secreted ftom a variety of cell types m response to signals
such as growth foctors. They form a large fom% whose members all contain specific
cysteine residues which form disulfide bonds mqmrtant for protein fiinction. There are
two major subgroups based on the spacing o f the first two cysteme residues.
SODC (Copper/zinc superoxide dismutase); This famify consists of several forms: a
cytoplasmic form in eukaryotes, a chloroplast form m plants, and extracellular form m
some eukaryotes, and a perjplasmic form m prokaryotes. These proteins bmd one atom of
copper and one atom of zinc. The metal bmdmg sites are well conserved throughout the
family.
TGF-beta (Transforming growth fictor): The TGF-beta superfamily is composed of
multifimctfonal protems that have been shown to control cell proliferation, differentiation,
and early dorsal-ventral patterning in both arthropods and vertebrates. They are secreted
as large inactive precursors that are later activated by proteofytic processing.
Tubulm: Tubulins are dimeric globular protems that form the major constituent of
microtubules. They are conqx>sed of two subunits, a^ha and beta, which are closely
related. In most eukaryotes there is also a gamma tubulm which is found at microtubule
organizing centers. Tubulins bind two molecules of GTP, which are hydrolyzed during
incorporation into the microtubule.
Trypsin: The family of trypsins is a large family of proteolytic enzymes.
VH (variable region of the heavy chain of immunoglobulin): Each immunoglobulin heavy
chain is composed of a variable regfon of about 110 amino acid residues and a constant

region of about 330 or 440 amino acid residues. Within the variable region there is a
fiamework region, which remains fairly constant, and a hypervariable region which
consists of fewer than 25 amino acids that vary greatly and is myortant in antigen binding.
WNT -L (Wnt -long sequence): The Wnt fàmity, named for wingless (Drosophila) + int
(viral integration induced), is composed of at least 15 known femily members. They are
thought to be secreted signaling molecules that act as developmental regulators across the
animal kingdom. Many have been found to be mqmrtant in the developing nervous
system.
WNT -S (Wnt -short sequence): This is the same as the above WNT -L, except the
sequences used in the analysis were about half the length of WNT -L.
ZP (Zona Pellucida): The ZP domain family is con ^sed of the ZP sperm receptors,
TGF-beta receptors (type II), and other glycoproteins. The ZP domain is about 260
amino acids which occurs in the extracellular C-terminus regfon o f the protein.
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